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KPMG defends key HS2 report
By Mark Odell, Transport correspondent

The authors of a key report bolstering the £50bn high-speed rail project have defended their work in the face of intense scrutiny from
MPs and fierce criticism from transport experts.

The government-commissioned report by KPMG was published in September and estimated that building the HS2 line between
London and the north could give the UK economy an annual boost of £15bn.

Appearing before the treasury select committee on Tuesday, Lewis Atter, a KPMG consultant who was one of the report’s authors,
defended the way the £15bn estimate had been arrived at, saying the work was based on “the best available evidence”.

Pressed by Andrew Tyrie, chairman of the committee, about how confident he was the methodology had not resulted in a “rubbish-in-
rubbish-out computer model”, Mr Atter said: “I think it is a reasonable approach, if anything it feels a little undercooked.”

Ministers cited the £15bn figure in their defence of HS2 in the run-up to last week’s publication of a new strategic business case for the
line.

The new business case, which continued to argue strongly for the line and included the £15bn claim, came just days ahead of a crucial
vote in parliament to secure further interim funding for HS2 – a vote the government easily won.

However, concerns about the KPMG report, surfaced when the FT revealed misgivings about it among some of the government’s own
advisers.

Dan Graham, a professor of statistical modelling at Imperial College London, told the committee of MPs on Tuesday: “I don’t think the
statistical work is reliable.”

Henry Overman, professor of economic geography at the London School of Economics and a former adviser on HS2, went further.
“They [KPMG] apply this procedure which is essentially made up, which provides them with an estimate. It is something that really
shouldn’t be done in a situation where we are trying to inform public debate using statistical analysis.”

Prof Overman said he thought the £15bn estimate could be overstated by a factor of six to eight.

The KMPG report attempts to measure economic benefits over and above the standard cost-benefit analysis. The cost-benefit analysis
of HS2 weakened further last week with the updated figures in the new business case – these indicate the line would return £1.80 for
every £1 invested, compared with last year’s forecast of £1.90.

Mr Tyrie said the committee would continue its inquiry and signalled that he considers the KPMG work to be crucial. “The whole
project stands or falls on this piece of work,” he said.

“KPMG acknowledged today that their £15bn per annum forecast return for the project has no firm statistical foundation. A lot more
work is clearly needed.”

A Department for Transport spokesman said: “KPMG is an extremely experienced, respected and knowledgeable company and their
report makes a valuable contribution to understanding the regional impacts of HS2.

“The methodology and results of this work have been reviewed by an independent advisory panel who, on balance, agreed that it asks
the right questions, captures the important issues, and that the results are intuitively sound.

“It is also widely accepted that this is a complex area of work with no consensus on a single ‘best’ approach. In making these initial
results available we welcome the debate and will take into account feedback as we develop this area in future.”

KMPG was paid £242,000 to produce the report.
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